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Abstract:-
CAN communications help us to engrave the complex wired source into the simple form. Using raspberry pi CAN bus system can work effectively to access the vehicle internal ECU parameters and now-a-days different applications with IOT compliance. We can control the vehicle system remotely using the raspberry pi application. Also, not only for the system of vehicle we can control the home equipment’s using this technique. So automation which is the need of future can be effectively managed using the CAN with IOT convergence. We suggest some basic implementation of such scenarios over this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Controller area network (CAN) was developed in 1986 by Robert Bosch GmbH which is a method of communication between electronic devices. Basically, this system was introduced to automate vehicle monitoring system. CAN is a message based serial field bus system where, it reduces the complexity of vehicle electronic/wiring system. Automation is a need of this era where we can handle the machine work remotely using the Internet of Things (IOT) technology which is booming all around the world. Thus in this paper we proposed to develop system which can introduce the automation in automobile industry using raspberry pi module.

We know about the CAN which is robust and vehicle based standards where application layer, object layer gets decomposed. Also, this bus can eliminate the need of host computer which is really a commendable work introduced in this standards. Due to this, the possibilities of research in this field get increased day by day and the convergence of this using a IOT is possible. A MultiMate serial bus standard for connecting electronic control units (ECU's) which is also known as nodes can communicate with this network. Using specific software and standards we can move towards the complex application soon.

The system can communicate with speed i.e. nothing but the acceleration, breaking and temperature all around the vehicle. A specific node will transmit the data to the CAN bus and another one will receive the output on display unit as Graphical User Interface (GUI). Remote server will direct the data to the user's device which helps user to monitor the vehicle efficiently.

So using remote monitoring user can handle or hack the vehicle for acquainted use.

System Design

System design is the important part where we connected the raspberry pi as a single board computing device which is connected to the internet and CAN bus application to monitor vehicle electronics system. Interconnected network i.e. internet is connected with centralized server and remote located user devices like PC, Tablets, Mobile devices etc. CAN bus is completely explored with its own integrated micro-controller and trans-receiver to communicate it with our system. Various electronic control system is attached to the CAN bus inside the vehicle which helps us to run the project on-board.

All the excepted/ necessary information is gathered across single board computer which is on-board and is connected to remote internet which can store/analyses the data from server effectively. CAN bus is so organized that international standardization organization (ISO) defined it as a serial communication bus ISO 11898, originally developed for automotive industry replaces the complex wiring harness with a two wire bus. The signaling rate of CAN communication is as good as 1Mbps, with high immunity to electrical interference and an ability to self-diagnose with repairing data errors. So this protocol not only bind to automotive but also works for marine, medical, manufacturing and aerospace.

Raspberry pi as a SBC

Single Board Computer is the main stream of controller where all the processing activities is carried out according to the fundamentals provided by the inputs for the vehicle driven techniques. Hence eventually all the necessary inputs are provided to the raspberry pi 3 and all the processing activities are maintained through the super-board having the capacity of small intelligent computer. It is having around 40 low-level peripheral pins, called GPIO interface which are connected to the on-board BCM2386 chip’s GPIO pins.

We can access this over the Ethernet as it consists of SSH client i.e. secure shell element. Its consists of linux–kernel based operating system known as Linux distribution raspbian based on debian. It is small computing device so does not have any CAN bus support. It requires special SPI pins to connect with a CAN bus using CAN controller and CAN transceiver. For connecting CAN with this raspberry pi we required special drivers known as MCP251x. which is to be installed in kernel of the raspberry pi. While latest raspberry can have inbuilt microchip CAN controller which reduces our work drastically.

Raspberry pi is basically developed by raspberry pi foundation in United Kingdom to teach basic computer science. The first generation raspberry pi was released in 2012 and now we have raspberry pi 3 model B which is far more superior and having much capabilities than first generation one. Without using high computational machine, we can use low cost, affordable and efficient one raspberry pi module to develop such kind of applications in the organizations. This raspberry pi 3 B is capable of on-board Wi-Fi 8002.11n and Bluetooth capabilities in recent design whereas, Broadcom provides its SoC (system on a chip) with an integrated ARM compatible to central processing unit (CPU) and on chip graphics processing unit (GPU). Processor speed is 1.2 GHz and 1 GB RAM as an on-board memory. Also it consists of 4 USB inputs and a power and HDMI cable with audio/video output. While SD card is operated as a basic memory storage of raspbian OS.
CAN Controller with MCP251x

MCP251x is a Microchip technology’s stand-alone controller area network that implements the CAN specifications in an organized manner. It is capable of transmitting and receiving both standards and extended data and remote frames. It consists of various acceptance masks and acceptance filters which are used to filter out unwanted message. MCP251x interfaces with microcontrollers via an industry standard serial peripheral interface. CAN module handles all functions for receiving and transmitting messages on the CAN bus. Message buffer is first appropriately initiated by using control register bits via a SPI interface or by using transmit enable pins. Status and errors can be checked by reading the appropriate registers. Control logic and registers are used to configure the device and its operation. SPI protocol block is interfaced via a MCU device which is used to build standard read and write command.

We can use MCP2515 microchip as a CAN controller which is having transmission speed upto 1 Mbit/s. It handles transmission normally using both normal and extended CAN frame and work both with high speed and low speed CAN transceivers. This CAN controller is having two three transmissions and two reception buffer.

MCP2551 is a CAN transceiver which is capable to handle a high speed CAN device that serves as the interface between a CAN controller and the physical bus. ISO-11898 standard is fully compatible with CAN protocol controller which is having differential signaling and receive capabilities for MCP2551 device.

Software Design

All software part is designed according to our SPI application using CAN controller on raspberry pi. Raspberry pi is loaded with linux kernel version with raspbian OS where we required to support the python language as a basic programming language. So based on the platform we have entitled to amalgamate the entire sensor section into the CAN to get it through the raspberry pi to control our devices efficiently. As we know we have to provide specific drivers for the SPI access to the module. So bcm2708 drivers we have to install on our board. Driver MCP251x is the special purpose drivers for CAN controller MCP2515.

Here in raspberry pi we have different GPIO pins which we have to assign for the specific tasks. So, we have to assign light, speed and temperature inputs to the system to get a desired outcome.

Pin 1 is assign for 3V power where pin 3 will be assigned for GPIO1 i.e. inputs to different set of controllers. Also, pin 6 will be ground for complete circuitry. We have to program the raspberry pi according to the input pins and provide commands accordingly.
Conclusion

Using the effective nature of CAN communication now we can reduce the complexity of wired system and converge it with the IOT appliances in our daily routine to implementation of some system environment. System speed measurement, light applications and break status can be changed using the above application efficiently. Also, even linking it to the world of interconnected network we can track the details in real time if time permits us with the better connectivity options. So rather doing it for the on-board device compatible we can do the IOT in this form of application and even can some applications remotely using the raspberry pi 3. So, proposing such a scheme under the basic processing unit might be a challenge once again but will be the future research for this initiative and as we have to get the things for the effective IOT channel, it will be the innovative form of technology as we are having lots of demand for IOT applications.
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